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Nabbed!

Andy in
GP win

The magazine of Bristol and
Glos Gliding Club
Winter 2012/13

Andy in his three hats
ANDY Davis (JS1 Revelation 80) won an
exciting South African Sailplane Grand
Prix in November
eight points ahead of
his local rival.
There were three
contest
days
at
Potchefstroom Gliding
Club with Oscar
Goudriaan (OG) a
minute ahead of Andy
on day 1.
Andy was only 1
metre ahead of Oscar
in a photo finish at the
finish line on day 2,
but OG was penalised
25 seconds for missing
the finish line and
being too low.
Most of the gliders
taking part were JS1s,
which are made at
Potchefstroom
byi
Jonker and have a
VNE of 290kph.
Iain Evans, also in a JS1, ended up joint
sixth out of 14 competitors.
After the three days, Andy won with 28
points against South African rivals Oscar
Goudriaan with 20 and Laurens Goudriaan on 16.
On the first day the racers did 276km,
on day 2 it was 287km, day 3 384.6km
and 178.8km day 4 – designed for fast
racing in about two hours. Some days
were scrubbed due to poor weather conditions. Oscar Goudriaan won day 1, with
Andy second on 131.8kph. On day 2, 80

THERE I was
doing a fast final
glide when the
police came up
alongside and
yelled PULL
OVER. What’s
the chances of
that happening
then? Dave Ascroft explains
on page 3
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Photo finish drama …

Andy finishing in his JS1 Revelation 80
was 25 seconds faster than No 2 with a
rocking speed of 170kph. Second was
Attie Jonker of South Africa with
169.3kph. Day 3 saw Andy win at 127kph
with Laurens Goudriaan second.
Different colour hats were awarded
daily: yellow for the day winner; green for
the overall winner; red for the king of the
thermals and blue for the “speed merchant”. Andy had three of them at the
same time: day winner, overall leader and
fastest inter-thermal speed.
Andy’s report: page 5

Picture: Alistair Bridges

Juniors on
their way

THE club will host the Junior Nationals
from August 17-25. Chairman Colin
McEwen said: “The new Junior Committee will be working with us to develop a formula that they can take to
other venues in the future. We are looking forward to a good and lively-end-of
season competition.” Juniors will also
be visiting March 29 to April 1.

AGM: December 15 4pm – followed by a Giuseppe meal

Avoid the cold and
still see wildlife!

IT’S mid November and I’ve
nurseries went out of busidone two walks around the
ness in this country some
field in glorious sunshine this
time ago and so imports
month – more than in some
have been necessary.
summer months! Although
When all the deciduous
most of my observations have
trees and bushes are finally
been non-moving bits of nabare, it is much easier to
ture, they were well worth the
spot movement of both birds
effort. Many leaves have aland mammals. Regular miready been blown down, laying
grants such as redwing and
colourful carpets, but there is a
fieldfare have already arhuge variation in leaf fall even
rived and the numbers of
within the same species. Some
our resident birds are
beech trees are bare while othboosted by immigration as
ers shine a brilliant copper in
well. Many of you may nothe low-angled sun, which also
tice this in your own garseems to make any remaining
dens if you put out food. In
green leaves, including ivy,
my inner city garden there
particularly vivid and the decowere 17 species recently,
rative old man’s beard and
many more than during the
rosehips and darker red haws
summer months. On the
all add to the splendour.
feeders around the club carAs was noted by Ken Brown
avan site we should look out
on the TFS observations sheet,
for siskins, crossbills, blacksloe berries seem to be very
caps and bramblings as well
scarce this year and there doesas the usual bunch. Genern’t seem to be a great crunch of
ally the birds spend their
beechmast underfoot. Beside
time looking for food rather
the north track, somewhere near
than defending territory and
towards the west, where the
attracting
mates.
A chaffinch by Daphne Malfiggiani
field curves north, there is a
Observations on the clipspindle tree and its bright pink berries with orange middles are
board in the old clubhouse do tend to be even thinner during
hard to miss. I rarely find any edible hazel nuts, although there
the winter months. Some months even I don’t manage an entry!
are plenty of hazel trees around the field. I think the squirrels
So they’d be more than welcome and you don’t even have to be
“squirrel them away” while they are still green. The rather plain
out of doors – a pied wagtail on the lawn viewed while having
and boring male hazel catkins are now showing – the more
a coffee inside is a legitimate sighting!
Nancy Barrett
showy female ones come later! Plants are still in bloom, include
dandelions and clover, and several which I can’t identify, and
there are even some field scabious and knapweed hanging on.
I’ve looked fairly carefully at our tall, mature ash trees and
the many hundreds of saplings which spring up every year and
see no sign of the dreaded disease. I know I’m not the first to
query why, with a species which seems to proliferate so easily
and rapidly, all those imports were necessary! However, in
making this observation to someone, I was told that most tree

Spindleberries photographed by Nancy in November

Any ideas for 2013 plans?
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COULD members please let me have suggestions for inclusion in plans for next year? General complaints tolerated, constructive criticism welcome, worked-through
ideas for change, radical or otherwise, even more so.
Emails via the office.
Colin McEwen, chairman

Welcome to new members

Parthasarathy K Iyengar
Lee Galliford
James Young
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Adult flying
Country member
Student flying

999 brings a
chopper out
of the blue

’Ello, ’ello, ’ello!

Our Nationals website
sets ‘tongues’ wagging
The police chopper outside our hangar

THE club’s Std Nationals website started
an argument on URAS.
Rich Hood wrote: Firstly, I’m not involved with the Standards at all so views
are my own. Bitchy comments about the
lack of blog updates are the worst kind of
posts to this forum. People sometimes
don’t update their blogs – it happens, it’s
not like you’re paying for it is it? I would
also quite like to know what happened
during a particular day but does it really
matter that we missed the task setter’s dog
doing a massive dump on the grid at
11:43? No. Like someone else said on
URASB – if you want to take the week off
and update the blog then knock yourself
out – I’m sure they’d appreciate the help.
Moving on, I also have to say that I really like the site they’re using for results
etc. It’s so much richer in terms of the
depth of information than is even possible
on Soaring Spot.
Sure, it’s a little clunky in places but I
think this sort of development should be
applauded and supported rather than the
the organisers being criticised for not
using a rather bland site that is really a results aggregation service (OK I know it’s
a bit more than that but not much).
Soaring Spot maybe a defacto standard
for publishing results but without competitive development then there’s not much
incentive for them to develop and improve
their site? It’s not like it’s really changed
much since it’s been around has it?
The features at the OnGlide site are an
evolution of the rather 2D results-only
(with an igc file link) site that SS is and
maybe more of this would drive the SS developers to try a bit harder?
Steve Tape first wrote: Nice to see that
the Standard Nats website and blog is

keeping everyone informed. Then he
added later: Perhaps my sarcasm this
morning was indeed a little harsh. I don’t
want to see updates every second but the
“News” section this morning (Friday) was
still reflecting Wednesday’s news. There
had been a whole day’s competition since
then!
I know that some clubs seem to have a
better news section (blog, if you will) than
others and getting someone spare at a regionals who can update both informatively
and entertainingly isn’t easy. However,
we’re talking about a Nationals here
where one would think that slightly larger
calibre weaponry would have been deployed. Hey-ho. By the way, today was
booming. ;-)
Neil Goudie added: I’m not going to defend the organisers but, from experience,
and given the budgets involved, having to
maintain a website is a low priority in
terms of creating a valid competition.
Some clubs have keen volunteers who
have done this sort of thing for years and
enjoy doing it.
Perhaps the Comps Committee (which
I am retiring from at the end of August)
will require Soaring Spot to be used in the
future, as a minimum, for publishing results.
Although I like the paperless idea of
competition score publishing I gather,
from personal experience, that might not
be the consensus. Suggest you feed back
to them at:
http://www.gliding.co.uk/bgainfo/competitions/feedback.php
If enough people request then it can
made a ‘rule’ rather than an exception. Although I rather like how some clubs develop their own comp websites.
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By Dave Ascroft
I TOOK the day of to go flying on September 7 and while I was there the police
chopper which is based at Filton flew in
and landed.
It transpired that a group of three doctors had phoned 999 to report two aircraft
had possibly crashed down in the valley.
The police were scrambled to check this
out but found nothing. Somehow the police had been told Roger Targett was based
at our club and they contacted him to find
out if he knew anything.
Coincidently about an hour earlier he
had an owner come along and fly out a
powered aircraft that they had done significant work on over many days. This as
you might expect caused much concern
and the police landed to have a chat with
him.
The puzzle was never solved conclusively. It was guessed that the doctors had
seen a couple of aerobatic aircraft from
Kemble playing low in the valley so the
police flew back to Filton after 30 minutes
or so without a definitive answer.
While they were talking to Roger and
Dave Hallsworth, just for a bit of fun I got
Jeremy Mitcheson to take the photo of me
being frisked by Martin Talbot. It was the
highlight of a blue non-soarable day.

DIs: Don’t
interrupt!

IT IS generally accepted that distraction during a DI is a frequent cause of
errors. Glider and microlight rigging
errors have been identified as being
caused by the pilot being distracted,
often by a well-meaning person interrupting the process.
We need to leave people alone when
they are involved in important work
and checks; otherwise the pilot has no
alternative but to start all over again
from the beginning.
When, as in many cases, there is a
perceived time constraint on the
process, the pilot might feel pressure to
carry on from where he thought he had
got to, rather than start again.
Such assumptions have caused serious accidents in the past. – Gasil 7, the
CAA’s GA Safety Information leaflet.

Aquarius Furniture

You may be pleasantly
surprised at just how
affordable bespoke is.
Handmade in Stroud, Gloucestershire
t: 01453 882247
m: 07875 047767

www.aquariusfurniture.co.uk
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How I won, by
Andy Davis

Andy reports from Potchefstroom

Some crew members at the Grand Prix
wore t-shirts with the SCUM logo on
them. Most of the competitiors flew the
same type, the JS1, which is made at
Potchefstroom, the contest site

Inspectors:
Future
‘looks bleak’

STEVE Parker was appalled at what he
read about the future of gliding inspectors.
He asked readers on uras (glider pilot
network) to have a look at this EASA
website for the latest thinking (pages 95
and 96):
www.easa.eu.int/rulemaking/docs/npa/20
12/2012-15/NPA%202012-15.pdf
It seems this document is a proposal by
EASA that has been published for consultation purposes. Feedback can be submitted until January 4.
It’s proposed that future glider inspectors will have to have 205 hours of training in nine modules, Steve said, and
added: “I suggest not many people will
want to become inspectors.”
Later he added that he assumed existing
inspectors will have some form of grandfather rights. But unless the BGA can
water this down considerably, the future
for new inspectors looks bleak indeed.
He said he smiled at some of the opening words as EASA seemed to think this
was a proportionate proposal and added
“God help us if they had really gone to
town.”
Andy Gibson added: “I sincerely hope
that the BGA will argue for more proportionate EASA rulemaking, as they have
for airworthiness and pilot licensing, that
will enable the regular annual tasks of
maintaining a glider to continue to be able
to be done within a club without resorting
to professional glider workshops because,
otherwise, operating costs will increase
and contribute to the already-apparent decline in gliding as a sport.”

The GP was good fun and was always
going to be dominated by the JS1 as all but
two of the gliders flying were JS1 Revelations !
The standard of competition was extremely high with two of the competitors
having won medals at the recent WGC in
Uvalde and several former world champions and WGC medal winners flying.
Tasks were interesting and novel with
multiple TPs, usually two laps, 1,000metre max start height and a height limit
of 1,000 metres passing through the bonus
TP which was always back overhead
Potchefstroom airfield.
We were privileged to experience some
spectacularly good weather with cloudbases of 16,000-17,000ft on days 2 and 3
(ground elevation 4,000 to 5,000ft).
Fast and furious

The racing was fast and furious, highly
tactical and having to descend to 1,000
metres in a 16,000ft cloudbase twice during the flight, first to cross the start line
and secondly to comply with the height
limit at the bonus TP presented the pilots
with an interesting and unusual challenge
to re-establish themselves quickly back
into the optimum operating band.
Getting the bonus point by being first
through the bonus TP was something of a
mixed blessing, the bonus point winner
never went on to win the race. My strategy was to pass through the bonus TP with
as much energy as possible to maximise
my options for climbing back up to oper-

Contact Details
11 Warren Yard
Wolverton Mill
Milton Keynes
MK12 5NW

Tel: +44 (0)1908 227055
Fax: +44 (0)1908 227056
www.srlynn.co.uk
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ating altitude.
My preparation for the GP had been perfect. My new JS1-C Revelation had only
been completed in mid October and I had
literally taken it out of the JS factory, put
the wings on and soared it from Potchefstroom to Orient airfield, where I flew the
Gauteng Regionals (which I won) and
then soared it back to Potchefstroom and
parked it in the hangar ready for the GP.
Sadly there were only three contest
days. After the first three spectacularly
good days, we then paid for it over the remaining days. Whilst initially soarable,
these were all cancelled in the air as large
thunderstorms rapidly developed wiping
out the first leg and turning points.
Incredibly close

The racing was fast, tactical and incredibly close. My day placings for the three
contest days were 2nd, 1st and 1st by
virtue of some good luck at the right moment. On day 2 my winning speed from
the 1,000-metre max start height was
170kph, the fastest speed I have ever
achieved in a competition flight and crossing the finish line just one metre ahead of
second placed Oscar Goudriaan was the
closest possible margin of victory (Oscar
was subsequently penalised for missing
the end of the line and finishing below the
minimum finish height).
The first three from the African GP automatically qualify for the GP final. I don't
know whether I will be going as it depends
on venue, time off work and availablity of
a suitable 15-metre glider.

We provide a full range
of accountancy,
business advisory and tax
related services
If we could be of help to
you, please give Steve or
Jo a call and visit our
website

Fancy learning aerobatics?
THE club has organised a special facility
through Chris Rollings at Tiger Airways
to allow members to receive professional
instruction with a fully-qualified aerobatic
instructor at Staverton Airport, flying a
Firefly powered aircraft.
The cost will be at the rate of £215 per
flying hour, inclusive of membership,
ground school and instruction. But prices
are subject to change due to fuel price
variations.
This experience will allow pupils to
concentrate a greater amount of time in the
air on aerobatic manoeuvres without the
need for expensive and time-consuming
aerotows.
It will also allow glider pilots to
progress quickly to qualify for Glider Aerobatic qualification under the BGA
scheme.
The price is about £3.50 a minute,
which shows what a bargain it is compared with a glider tow to 5,000 at £60-ish
plus a/c cost per minute and the time spent
on each aerotow and relaunching!
A current BGGC membership card must
be presented to make use of this facility.
Contact Chris Rollings on 01452
854141 or email mail@tigerairways.co.uk

… or a share in
jet sustainer?

A NEW two-glider, three-pilot syndicate
with a jet sustainer is proposed for
Nympsfield.
Any members who might be interested
in forming such a syndicate is referred to
these website for information on the Hph
304SJ 18-metre jet sustainer:
www.hphuk.co.uk/4.html
and
www.hphuk.co.uk/5.html
The syndicate plans also to buy a nonturbo glider such as a Discus to keep overall cost down but could consider something
more slippery depending on members’
preferences and budget. With two gliders
and three pilots, accessibility to flying
should be at a quite acceptable level.
Estimated cost per share (current exchange rates) is £48,500 and estimated
monthly pilot syndicate contribution (insurance etc) is £236. If interested contact
Graham Bowser gb@qsfinancial.co.uk

‘Keep clear’ advice

THE CAA Circuit Safety sense advice
tells GA pilots to note and keep well clear
of any glider launching cables and parachute drop zones.

Late finishers

AFTER the “official” end of the IoW rally Trevor Stuart calls another day and
lends me his glider – see all the flights on the BGA ladder and select SCP under
turnpoints. A huge dead patch downs all but two open class gliders. Trevor gets
home in the Nimbus after losing 900 of his 1,000ft margin – rain and diversion –
more records as five turn St Catherine’s lighthouse, the latest ever, on September
19. Me 13km from home – a gaggle of four worked hard at 600ft for 10 minutes as
it refused to cycle!
Steve Eyles

New chance to learn from experts
COACHING weeks are planned for 2013,
purpose built around individual pilot’s expressed needs, directed and flown by experienced pilots. Not just successful pilots
but ones with proven coaching pedigrees.
The weeks are “broadcast” on the club
website with this message: “The results
from 2012 speak for themselves. Written
feedback and glowing reports of satisfaction with Nympsfield’s welcome, presentation, delivery and content. See the club
website for the feedback.
“Gliding is fun at NYM, so much to
achieve, everyone focused on getting
things done, sharing the excitement of
achievement and discovery.
“Every week will be different from another because pilots have different needs.
Classroom work, followed by dual flying
followed by post flight analysis and feedback allow a good balance of individual
and group progress. We are here on the
Cotwolds edge to help you find new horizons and above all to enjoy your gliding.
“Get in contact now and reserve your
places on this outstanding opportunity for
2013.”
Flying Programme 2013
March 29 to April 1 Juniors’ Training
week led by Matt Davis
April 2-7 University and Colleges Flying
Week
April 13-21 Coaching Week 1 led and directed by John McWilliam
May 11-19 Coaching Week 2 led by either
Andy Davis or Chris Rollings
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June 22-30 Coaching Week 3 led by either Andy Davis or Chris Rollings
July Sid’s Task Week date to agreed
August Competition Week
September Isle of Wight Rally
Ridge soaring and wave flying will continue throughout the year subject to
weather conditions
Aerobatic training: See above story for
details.
Field landing practice: See bggc.co.uk

Any news?

OUR S&G club news reporter is
Bernard Smyth. If you have any
ideas, photos or news that could be
included please get in touch (contact details on page 2).

For sale

Two x 1/10th shares in Robin
DR400/180R G-ELUN based at
Kemble.
Well-established group. Aircraft
hangared and in excellent condition.
Complete rebuild by Robin in 1996
to “as new” condition. Engine: 300
hours only. £4,000 per share.
For further details, contact:
Ian Lane 01463 794610
Ian Hey 01452 741022
Paul Harper-Little 01452 812349

Drones likely to multiply over next decade
Strathern soaring!

TWO photos Mike Strathern sent to Severn Skies of him soaring on top of the St
Arnaud mountain range from Nelson Lakes Gliding Club, one of NZ’s best soaring sites, at the northern tip of the Southern Alps. Lake Rotoiti is down to his right
in the picture above and the Rainbow ski area is straight ahead (not in the picture). The ridge is about six miles downwind of the Nelson airstrip (to the right of
picture) and the photo is looking south. The Rainbow ski area is on the eastern
side of the St Arnaud range, and Mike and daughter Harriet ski there in winter

Didcot to shut

DIDCOT ‘A’ coal-fired power station
will close in March, RWE npower announced in September. But Didcot the
gas ‘B’ power station will still operate.

EDENSOARING, Bicester and Long
Mynd are seeking donations to help them
grow. If you’d like to help out see
www.edensoaring.co.uk/glfusion/filemg
mt_data/files/Gift%20Aid%20Form%20
Support%202012.pdf
http://windrushers.org.uk/fund-raising.htm
www.longmynd.com/
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WE can expect to see more drones in the
skies over the next decade, the BBC
warned.
Vast sums are being spent on civilian
drone projects, in every sphere from police surveillance to amateur photography.
The use of UAVs in UK airspace has already increased with the CAA approving
applications from five police forces since
2010. They range in size from 3kg to the
size of a light aircraft.
In the United States, Congress has told
the US airspace regulator to open up North
America to drones by 2015.
Britain could follow suit by the end of
the decade. But are we ready for a world in
which thousands of drones are patrolling
our skies? Answers on a postcard please.
The government has also announced the
UK will increase the number of military
Reaper drones to 10.
Debate urged

Hampshire’s police chief has called for a
debate into whether unmanned drones
could provide extra support to officers.
Chief Constable Alex Marshall said
drones stay in the air longer and are
cheaper than conventional aircraft.
The BBC reported later in November
that the “Pandora’s box” of unmanned aircraft in the UK has been opened, according to the Astraea consortium.
Yet many technology and ethics issues
surrounding civilian drones are yet to be
solved, journalists at London's Science
Media Centre were told.
The UK-led, £62milllion Astraea project – which has participation of the CAA –
is attempting to tackle all facets of the
idea.
As Severn Skies went to press, it was
planning to carry out a crucial collisionavoidance test.
Good show!

STEERING

FLEET
WEL…

SERVICING

COME

BATTERIES

TYRES
AT LOW PRICES

G
G
G

SUSPENSION

COMPUTERISED BALANCING G FROM MINI TO FERRARI
LASER ALIGNMENT
G MASSIVE STOCK
HIGH PERFORMANCE LOW
PROFILE TYRE SPECIALISTS G GOOD SERVICE AS STA NDARD

TEL 01453 767747 OR 752186
UNIT 5 & 6 WALLBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, STROUD
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The giant doomed to become saucepans!
WHEN I joined the Bristol Aeroplane
Company at the end of 1948, it had two
fixed-wing aeroplane projects in development, the Freighter and the Brabazon.
Whereas the Freighter was well on its way
to certification, the Brabazon had yet to
fly.
The Brabazon was built to a Government specification for a non-stop Atlantic
crossing passenger airliner. It was large. It

By
Ken
Brown
had a wing span and fuselage length of
230ft, and 177ft and a height to the top of
its fin of 52ft. The fuselage diameter was
25ft. It was powered by eight Centaurus
redial engines buried in the wings, and
coupled in pairs to drive contra-rotating
propellers. The wings themselves were
deep enough for a person to stand upright
in. It dwarfed the Lancaster, which was
used as a test-bed for its novel hydraulically powered controls.
It flew first in September 1949, and, as
a very junior member of the Flight Research team, I spent most of my time
measuring its take-off performance and
analysing flight records, though when the
novelty of its flying had worn off a bit I
did have several flights in it, monitoring

some of the
instrumentation.
Before the
digital age, its
instrumentation consisted
of
some
dozen large
panels, typically
5ft
s q u a r e ,
stacked with
dial type instruments.
Some of the observers line up beside the Brabazon
There was
a separate panel for the aerodynamic as- system was that the instruments had to be
pects, handling and performance, and the read, written down, de-calibrated and plotrest for each of the various systems. Each ted. This took a great deal longer than it
panel had a camera to photograph it, and took to photograph them. Some people
was surrounded by banks of lights. Part of liked to project them on to screens in a
the observer’s job was to replace any light darkened room – nothing to do with the
bulbs that might fail, and if necessary young ladies who were employed to assist
change the magazine on one of the cam- with this job – and some just used magnifying glasses and light boxes.
eras.
Unfortunately, the specification the
There were generally two types of camera, 35mm cine which ran at two frames a Brabazon was designed to was unsound
second for fast changing items and 5in and there were no potential customers for
F24 ex-RAF reconnaissance cameras, it. It was designed for luxury travel, not
which were run at much longer intervals the economic mass market the airlines
for slow changing items. These were all wanted. Although it behaved as intended,
remotely operated by the chief observer without major problems, the Government
pulled the plug in 1953 and it was cut up to
according to what test was being done.
The aircraft was completely without make saucepans.
It was not a complete waste of money as
soundproofing and there was an intercom
system which one could just make out the structural design innovation which
went into it became standard in the folabove the propeller noise.
The problem with the instrumentation lowing years.

Scouts go bananas!

THE 6th Shirley Scout Group camped at the club in September on their annual visit from Solihull. All enjoyed a trial lesson,
including the leaders. Our CFI took it on himself to engage them in driving the buggy, which they loved, and several were
taken to the winch to see operations from that end as well as holding wings for launching, keeping the log, also operating the
signal lights and radio under supervision. One was so taken with his flight that he said he was going to get his dad to buy him
a glider! They are pictured one evening with Fred Ballard, right
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Why you need 5hrs … sleep! ‘Keep chutes
Dr R M Tier wrote an article about
sleep for Veilig Vliegen (Flying Safely)
monthly of the Dutch Air Force, based
on the current state of knowledge. It is
also of interest to glider pilots. The
essentials follow:
PILOTS begin to make more errors when
they slept less than five hours. But: good
(glider) pilots luckily do not dramatically
lose their ability to correct errors …
During a 20-day training mission of a division of the US artillery four groups were
formed that slept a different number of
hours per 24-hour day. When they were firing it was found that
7 hours sleep: 98% correct
6 hours sleep: 50% correct
5 hours sleep: 28% correct
4 hours sleep: 15% correct.
Sufficient sleep is also important for
mental recovery, eg for Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSS) or prevention of it.
Having a good night’s sleep is not selfevident for everybody. More than half of
the Dutch population has sleeping problems now and then.
Sometimes you are kept awake by all
kinds of matters going through your head.
Thinking “now I am going to sleep” does
not work then. What helps is sleep with an
as constant as possible rhythm. Do not engage in sport shortly before you go to bed,

switch off the computer two or three hours
before, preferably no TV in the bedroom or
sending a few SMS messages from your
bed. The light of your iPhone’s screen influences the production of the sleep hormone melatonin.
On the other hand the quantity of sleep
and the moment of falling asleep are determined biologically. One person perhaps
needs only five hours, others need nine
hours to wake up completely refreshed.
The balance between deep sleep and
REM (rapid eye movement) sleep determines having a good night. Of both you
need about 1½ hours.The remainder are interim phases. Sleeping too long might
therefore not be so good for you.
A “power nap” of five-30 minutes can be
very useful, but do it before 1800 or your
biological clock may be upset and falling
asleep might become difficult. Feeling
drowsy afterwards is solved by immediately having a cup of tea, coffee or a cola.
If you did not sleep enough or expect a
period without enough sleep “pre-sleeping”
might be a good idea. People who in the
week previous to a week with insufficient
sleep slept extra hours performed better
than those who did not. Sleep repairs the
“damage” done by day. The more damage
the more recovery – read sleep – you need.
In short: sleep is of vital interest!
BZ
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tidy’ appeal

KEN Brown made an appeal for members to ensure club parachutes and their
numbered bags are kept together.
The bags protect the ’chutes and stop
straps getting tangled in the racks.
The system is this: When you take a
parachute out of the rack, keep it in its
bag, and check with the status board that
it is in date. Then take it out to the glider,
remove it from its bag and stow the bag
in the glider stowage. DO NOT PUT IT
IN THE BUS. Keep the parachute and its
bag together.
After flying, the ’chute should be put
into its bag, taken back to the clubhouse
and put in its correct slot in the rack.
Any unserviceable ’chute should be
put in the big white box in the loft with a
note in the office for Ken’s attention.

Trailer legality sorted

THE BGA has received clarification about
the legality of glider trailers over 7m from
the DfT. An updated version of the Laws
and Rules Trailer Supplement has been
published and can be downloaded from
www.gliding.co.uk/forms/trailer-supplement.pdf

Students get off
to a flying start

By Oli Llewellyn
THE BUGC has had another successful
start to the year. Building on the work
done last year to the website and Facebook
group, new captain Andy Collings has
made a sterling effort in strengthening the
club for the new intake of students.
Students’ enthusiasm for gliding is high
and any mention of a trip flying oversubscribes rapidly. This reminds us that student interest in flying is an important
opportunity for people to enter or at least
become aware of the sport of gliding. Encouragingly, a Google search of BUGC
now places us at the top of the search list!
Thanks must go to new committee
member James Young for running trips,
organising the design of BUGC hoodies
and generally getting stuck in. Congratulations go to Jake Brattle for his first solo
flights at Nympsfield.
It has been encouraging to see BGGC
members getting actively involved on the
university Facebook page, where trips are
discussed and questions answered. Particular thanks must go to Greg O’Hagan, who
has contributed with training ‘heads-ups’,
instructor availability and transport; and to

Paolo Nicolai and Christophe Mutricy,
who have also provided transport.
This not only shows a BGGC presence
amongst the university, it facilitates
smooth operations between both clubs.
Facebook, whilst not on every club member’s agenda, can provide a useful and
practical tool for aiding in club operations
in a convenient and effective way without
much time or effort.
Whilst there is always interest in trial
flights throughout the year, training must
be a priority for the club to build. BUGC
is looking into ways it can achieve this and
may consider a system of prioritisation to
aid in this. This was raised by me in the recent instructors’ meeting, and any ideas
from BGGC membership are welcome.
Andy Collings went to Sutton Bank to
fly in the first meeting of the Junior Gliding ‘Winter Series’, an initiative to encourage junior gliding in the ‘off season’.
I understand some good flying was had
and the bar received good trade. The winter series will be heading to BGGC in
2013 (see page 2). Thanks to Nigel Smith
for ARCing HXM on a sunny Sunday.
Pete Bunniss, who stirred up interest in
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gliding among the students, writes: There
are now 58 BUGC members and eight of
these are solo pilots. Three years ago the
BUGC membership was zero!
Things are definitely on the up and I
think we have fortunately passed that critical mass point, so now it should be self sustaining.
A memorandum of understanding between BGGC and BUGC was agreed in
November at a meeting chaired by acting
BGGC treasurer Pete Bray and it was expected that it would be formally signed
later by the BUGC committee.
Pete Bunniss is also arranging for BGGC
to host the Car Park Concours annual event
for the South Cotswold section of the Vintage Motorcycle Club on July 7. It is hoped
to get groups of potential new members on
site, where they will hopefully be interested
enough to give gliding a try.

Specialist Sailplane
& Sport Aircraft
Repair and
Maintenance Centre

We also manufacture bespoke aircraft
performance improving lightweight carbon
aerodynamic components Visit our Website: (new address)

www.targettaviation.com
or Phone: 01453 860861 / Mobile: 07850 769060

